Publications and Presentations

2023

- **Kubilius, R.**, Neidhardt, G. Local outreach: Planning institutional opportunities to enhance and engage a traveling exhibit [lightning talk accepted for the HSLI- Health Science Librarians of Illinois meeting, Naperville-Warrenville, IL, September 22, 2023], briefer version of: Neidhardt, G. Local outreach: Planning institutional opportunities to enhance and engage a traveling exhibit [lightning talk accepted for presentation at the Midwest/MLA virtual conference Oct. 11-13, 2023].


- **FILTER**: Wafford QE, Miller CH, Wescott AB, **Kubilius R.**. Immigrant Health PubMed Search Filters. DigitalHub. Galter Health Sciences Library & Learning Center; 2022. DOI: [https://doi.org/10.18131/g3-da0y-sb75](https://doi.org/10.18131/g3-da0y-sb75). 

**ARTICLE**: Meeting a need: Development and validation of PubMed search filters for immigrant health ([accepted for publication](https://doi.org/10.18131/g3-da0y-sb75)).

2022

- **Kubilius, Ramune**. Scholarly Communication and Publishing Developments: A Sampling. *Breakthroughs December 2022*, p. 11 [Feinberg School of Medicine, Research Office, monthly newsletter].

- **Kubilius, Ramune K.** Surveying the Medical IR Landscape for Presentation or Publication: Challenges and Opportunities. Medical Institutional Repositories in Libraries (MIRL), Nov. 17 2022, [virtual lightning talk]. DigitalHub. Galter Health Sciences Library & Learning Center; 2022.

- **Kubilius, Ramune K.** and Keller Young, Megan. Local Information Network Support and Shared Expertise: the 20-


2021


2020


2019


Kubilius, Ramune. Ensuring Style Consistency in Your Manuscripts’ References. Breakthroughs October 2019, p. 10. [Feinberg School of Medicine, Office of Research, monthly newsletter]


2018


Kubilius, Ramune K. Anniversaries and Commemorations: Opportunities for Health Sciences Librarians. Health


Kubilius, Ramune K., Featured article, Taking Advantage of Opportunities to Network and Learn Outside of Librarianship, Doody Core Titles, June 2014.

Shedlock J; Sims R; Kubilius R. Promoting and teaching the history of medicine in an Undergraduate Curriculum. [Paper Presentation], Medical Library Association annual meeting, Honolulu, HI, May 2009.

Kubilius, Ramune K., Holistic Thinking in Collections and Collection Development. Health Science Librarians of Illinois (HSLI) annual conference, held virtually October 27-29, 2021. DOI: 10.18131/g3-s3ss-t430

Barr, Gabrielle; Espinoza, Abebi; Gutzman, Karen; Kubilius, Ramune; Lattal, Katie; Miller, Corinne; Wescott, Annie; and Zmaczynski, Mary Anne. Preserving and Honoring the Legacy of WWII Medical Efforts. Poster Presentation, Medical Library Association vConference 2020. DOI: 10.18131/g3-havk-rp07

Kubilius, Ramune K. Medical Archives and History: Local Informational Network Support and Shared Expertise of
Kubilius, Ramune; Gutzman, Karen; Miller, Corinne. Collaborating Within the Library: Bringing History and Impact to the Forefront. Poster Presentation, Midwest Chapter / Medical Library Association annual conference, Ypsilanti, MI, October 2017 and Health Science Librarians of Illinois annual conference, Bloomington, IL, October 2017. DOI: 10.18131/G3NX5XI

Kubilius, Ramune. Medical Bookplates (Ex Libris) Continue to Fascinate. Poster Presentation, Midwest Chapter / Medical Library Association annual conference, Ypsilanti, MI, October 2017 and Health Science Librarians of Illinois annual conference, Bloomington, IL, October 2017. DOI: 10.18131/G3SM7T

Ilik, Violeta; Hebal, Piotr; Olson, Tony; Stirnaman, Jason; Kubilius, Ramune; Wishnetsky, Susan; Gutzman, Karen; Shank, Jonathan; Holmes, Kristi: "Supporting the Spectrum of Scholarship in DigitalHub". Poster Presentation, Force 2016 Conference, Portland, OR, April 2016. figshare

Kubilius, Ramune K. Learning About the World of Special Collections: Stewardship, Inventories, Treasure Hunts, Genealogy...Poster Presentation, Midwest Chapter / Medical Library Association annual conference, Louisville, KY, October 2015. DOI: 10.18131/G37P4D

Kubilius RK and Rethlefsen ML. One (Online) Site: A New Paradigm for MLA Concurrent Session Planning? Poster Presentation, Medical Library Association annual meeting, Boston, MA, May 2013 and Midwest Chapter / MLA annual meeting, East Peoria, IL, October 2013. DOI: 10.18131/G3KW2T

Kim J; Garfield CF; Suhr K; Kubilius R; Silver R. Perinatal Depression Content in Electronic and Print Textbooks from Multiple Medical Specialties. Poster Presentation, American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology annual meeting, San Francisco, CA, May 2010.